why WebChart? flexibility, support and
total cost of ownership
Whether your practice is purchasing its first EHR, or replacing a
system that failed to deliver on your goals for productivity and efficiency,
WebChart is the preferred choice for three simple reasons:
1. WebChart works the way you do. The system adapts to your 		
practice workflow, helping clinicians stay cognitive, not clerical.

2. Our support team’s #1 priority is your success. WebChart is

backed by the skilled support of our US-based team, available 24/7
for person-to-person assistance.

3. WebChart is affordable — to buy and to use. Completely web
based, WebChart requires no additional hardware or software to

buy and maintain. Data hosting, maintenance and upgrades are all
included in a low monthly fee.

minimally invasive means high productivity
®

WebChart was designed to minimize disruption to your practice, giving
your users tools built to adapt to their preferences.

4 Works on any web-enabled device, on both PC and Mac platforms
4 Integrates with existing systems for PM/billing, as well as with labs,
pharmacies, registries, medical devices and personal health records

4 Documentation options include dictation, notes or point and click
4 Fully integrated document management supports scanning

easy to learn,
easy to use
“We were surprised at how
quickly our providers got up to
speed. Within a couple days,
they could make it through a
patient visit without any problems.
Within a couple weeks, they were
proficient with the system and
seemed to have forgotten that it
was something new. And certainly,
after two months, it was like
‘Geez, I can’t believe we ever
thought this was a challenge.’”
Keith Huff, MD
Novapex

In KLAS rankings for SaaS-based EHRs,
WebChart tied for second place nationwide.1

meaningful use, simplified
WebChart makes it easy to track and manage progress toward meaningful use, simplifying
successful attestation. The onboard meaningful use dashboard provides at-a-glance
status on the measures you select, helping you secure stimulus incentives while they’re
still available.

backed by MIE: a leader in health IT innovation
The WebChart platform is a flagship solution of parent company Medical Informatics Engineering, Inc.
The company, founded in 1995, has deep roots in interoperable data exchange and systems integration
development. WebChart EHR was among the first systems certified for meaningful use, and spurred
EHR implementation at a local rate ten times the national average — long before the advent of meaningful

accountable to providers and the patients they serve
MIE has an 18-year record of success delivering the products, value and services clients demand.
From independent single-physician practices, to group practices, to multi-location specialty clinics and
companies including Disney, Dow Chemical and Chevron, MIE is a trusted partner in healthcare
information technology. Clients cite responsiveness and customer service as MIE hallmarks, assuring
the support required for EHR success.

Learn more. Visit www.webchartnow.com or call 888-498-3484, option 2
to schedule a WebChart demo for your practice.
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